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Renewed discussion
of concepts hitherto
regarded as sacred icons has
made the past year an exciting period in the study of the translation
apparatus.
In particular,
reconstructed
models of the ribosome
have
revealed key structural
features, associated with empty or partially filled
hollows, which, in turn, have stimulated functional
assignments of varying
degree of objectivity.
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phy at reasonable (2.9& resolution [7**,8*,10*]. Until
then, and for assisting the initial phasing of the crystallographic data, low-resolution models have been reconstructed from tilt series of crystaRine arrays [7**,8*,11,12].
This reconstruction procedure is fundamentally different
from other EM methods in its inherent objectivity. Thus,
diffraction patterns and not real images provide the initial
data, and the reliability of the resulting models is determined by well established crystallographic, rather than visual, criteria Furthermore, as the two-dimensional arrays
are held by crystalline forces, the distortions introduced
by the flat EM grids are reduced or even eliminated.
An appropriate example is given by the independently
reconstructed models (at 27-28A resolution) from negatively stained crystalline arrays of 50s subunits from
Thermus themophihs (Y Fujiyoshi, personal communication) and Bacillus steurotbermophihs (Fig. 1) [7**,11].
In both, the extended arm, a prominent feature in conventional models [ 131, is rather short. This dramatic deviation from the characteristic view was frequently not accepted, although the extended arm is known to be rather
flexible. It is furthermore conceivable that the inherent
flexibility of this arm, namely its ability to fold towards
the main body of the subunit, enables the crystallization,
as it is generally assumed that extremely asymmetric conformations are less favorable for crystallization. In addition, the substantial extension of-this arm may result, in
part, from its flattening on the EM grid. Indeed, this arm
appears shorter also in the random-conical reconstructed
model from non-crystalline E. coli 50s subunits embedded in amorphous ice, which are thus supposed to be
free from contacts with the grid (Fig. 1; M Radamacher,
S Srivastava, J Frank, abstract 19, European EM Conference, Granada, August 1992).
The advantages of the random-conical reconstruction
procedure are noteworthy. This procedure is based on
averaging the views of single particles at preferred orientations [lb=], and hence is independent of the avail-

Introduction

Recent years in prokaryotic ribosome research may be
characterized by major conceptual revisions, coupled
with attempts at resolving ambiguities (e.g. [1,2,3’,4*])
and the introduction of substantial
spatial rearrangements [ 51. Thus, the ribosomal functions can no longer
be attributed solely to the ribosomal proteins [6**], and
the once favorable research object, the Escbe&biu coli
ribosome, is gradually being substituted by more robust
ones from thermophilic or halophilic bacteria [ 1,7**,8*].
In addition, compelling evidence has emerged indicating
that polyphenylalanine, the product of the universal assay
for ribosomal activity, may emerge from the ribosome by
a path dictated by its special chemical nature, different
from that of natural proteins, thus poorly representing
the nascent proteins [9**]. Furthermore, the ribosome,
traditionally conceptualized as a compact network, was
found to contains a variety of hollows.

Reconstructing

models

for ribosomes

For over three decades, electron microscopy (EM) has
been the method of choice for viewing ribosomal particles, despite its inherent subjectivity and the probable
shape distortions which are introduced by the microscope vacuum and by the contacts with the flat microscopical grids. These efforts have proved to be both beneficial and destructive; they stimulated numerous sound
functional experiments but at the same time introduced
structural conceptions, frequently based on subjective interpretations, which lead to endless arguments about details of a level far beyond that just&d by the nature of
the experimental input.
There is no doubt that a molecular model for the ribosome will eventually be obtained by X-ray crystallogra-
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S Srivastava,
J Frank,
Fig. 1. Reconstructed
models
of the 505 subunit
from (a) 6. slearohermophilus [7l a,111,(b) E. co/i (M Radamacher,
abstract
19, European
Electron
Microscopy
Conference,
Granada,
August
1992) and (c) T. thermophilus
(Y Fujiyoshi,
personal
communication).
(a) and (c) were obtained
from tilt series of crystalline
arrays, (b) from ice-embedded
single particles
by the random-conical
procedure.
Note that none of the three models
possesses
a significantly
extended
arm.

ability of crystalline samples. As particles embedded in
amorphous ice may assume many orientations, no tilting
is required, and thus the reconstruction is not limited by
the restrictive tilting range of the electron microscope, a
major disadvantage in studies utilizing crystalline arrays.
However, as the random-conical procedure requires subjective selection of images, the resulting models are only
semi-objective.
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Although image reconstruction procedures are not free
of limitations, they are clearly superior to conventional
EM methods, as demonstrated by the conclusive detection of key features, otherwise unobserved, associated
mainly with internal vacant or partially fitled hollows. As
early as 1983, a hole was detected within a model 50s
subunit obtained by the optimized series expansion reconstruction method [ 151. However, the concept of a
ribosome containing holes, cavities, tunnels, gaps and
voids became commonly accepted only recently.

The exit path of the nascent

chain

More than two decades ago, as well as in recent years,
biochemical studies showed that the latest synthesized
4&O amino acids of the nascent proteins are not exposed to pioteolytic enzymes, antibodies or similar substances added to the reaction mixture. Therefore, it was
thought that this stretch is masked by the ribosome (for
a review, see [7*-l). A feature that may account for these
observations was first seen as a narrow elongated region
of low density in images reconstructed at very low (60Ai)
resolution from 80s ribosomes of chick embryos [ 161.
Later, a tunnel of dimensions and location suitable to accommodate the nascent protein was clearly observed in
images of 50s subunits of B. steurothermophilus [ 111 and

7: thennophilus (Y Fujiyoshi, personal communication),
reconstructed from negatively stained crystalline arrays at
27-28k A similar feature could also be identified within
the density map obtained from neutron-diffraction data at
30 A resolution, collected from single crystals of 50s subunits from Haloarcukz ma?-z’snzortui [17-l. It is noteworthy that two internal holes were detected in the randomconical reconstructed models of the 50s and 70s particles
from E. coli [18,19*e]. So far no role has been assigned
to them. visual examination indicated however that, at a
suitable contour level, these holes may be connected to
form a comparable tunnel [7*=]. Interestingly, at this contour level, the length of the extended arm appears somewhat shorter than in the conventional models, closer to
that observed for particles embedded in amorphous ice
or by reconstruction from crystalline arrays (Fig. 1).
Subsequent computational [20*) and biochemical (described below and in [7*0]) experiments were designed
to analyze the width and the selectivity of the tunnel.
Chemical and immunological probes, incorporated into
the growing polypeptide chain, showed that me extending chain progresses from an rRNA-rich to a hydrophobic
environment [ 9**], in agreement with earlier suggestions
(for review, see [7**]), and that all investigated natural
proteins, as well as polyserine and polyalanine, are indeed masked by the ribosome (AE Johnson, KS Crowley,
GD Reinhart, abstract 10.5, Ribosome-92; B Hardesty, W
Picking, OW Odom, abstract 7.6, Ribosome-92) [7**,9”]
whereas polyphenylalanine and polylysine may choose
different paths. (Ribosome-92 denotes The International
Conference on the Translation Apparatus, held in Berlin,
Germany in November 1992.)
The MS2 coat protein is a most suitable candidate for
studying the fate of nascent chains, not only because of
the availability of its rnRNA but also because in its native conformation its amino terminus points towards the
solution [21]. By attaching fluorescent and/or antigenic
moieties to the amino terminus, it was found that a length
of - 120 ammo acids was needed for exposure to the
probe’s antibody, whereas a 60-amino-acid sequence was
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sufficient for detection by the corresponding Fab fragment (B Hardest-y, personal communication).
Furthermore, measurements of the energy transferred between
labels attached at various positions along the nascent protein indicated proximity between the amino-terminal and
other positions along the chain (e.g. Cys47), thus suggesting initial folding within the ribosome (B Hardesty, W
Picking, OW Odom, abstract 7.6, Ribosome-92), presumably at a folding domain close to the exit site, which may
be accommodated within the funnel- (or delta-) shaped
region observed at the end of the exit tunnel (Fig. 2)

[Ill.

The separation

between

the ribosomal

subunits

An intersubunit free space, estimated to occupy 15-20%
of the total volume of the ribosome, was first detected in
models reconstructed from crystalline arrays of 70s ribosomes from B. stearothennopbilm
[7*-,8*,12]. A similar
feature was recently revealed also in the model reconstructed from single 70s ribosomes from E. coli by the
random-conical procedure (Fig. 3) [ 19.*]. Phylogenetic
studies have provided further evidence for a wide opening, showing no support for direct base pairing between
the two subunits [22-l. Interestingly, even the tight irtersubunit rRNA clustering, suggested by crosslinking
and Engerprinting studies, could be accommodated, after
slight rearrangements, into the limited area available for
the subunit interface in the reconstructed models [23].

Interpretations

of the reconstructed

models

Two fundamentally different approaches have been followed in interpreting the models of the 70s ribosome.
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The Erst, which was applied to the reconstructed models
from crystaLline arrays, is based almost solely on similarities in speciEc features observed in several reconstruction
experiments. It was found that all models of 50s subunits
reconstructed from crystalline arrays are almost undistinguishable (Fig. 3) [7-0,111, whereas those of the 70s ribosome are of comparable dimensions and share common
features but differ in bulkiness (Fig. 3). The interpretation of the most detailed and therefore most restrictive
thinnest (‘thin’) model (Fig. 3) provides the basis’ for
further functional assignments, which were found to
fit even the bulkiest (‘thick’) model (Fig. 3). The 50s
subunit was fitted to the 70s ribosome according to
its shape and to the direction of its longest tunnel (tl
in Fig. 3). The part left for the 30s subunit contained
a groove, which was assigned as the path of ~RNA
A tFNA molecule, in its crystallographically determined
conformation, was model-built into the intersubunit void
with its anticodon near the mRNA groove and its CCA
terminus close to the tunnel (Fig. 3) [7**,8.]. Steric considerations showed that this void is spacious enough
to accommodate up to three RNA molecules together
with other non-ribosomal components that participate
in protein biosynthesis; thus, the void might provide
the location for the various enzymatic activities of protein biosynthesis. The suggestion that the tRNA is positioned
within the intersubunit space is further supported by a
recent finding, showing that upon binding to 70s ribosomes, the “entire” tRNA molecule becomes inaccessible
even to hydroxy radicals [24*].
Despite the speculative nature of these assignments, they
have significantly advanced the current crystallographic
studies, as complexes have been designed in which the
intersubunit void should be fully or partially filled (containing charged tRNA molecules and mRNA analogues).
These yielded crystals of a quality higher than that of
native 70s ribosomes [7**,8*]. The prospects for determining the structure of these complexes are rather high,
as an undecagold cluster can be quantitatively bound to
the tRNA molecule without hampering its binding to ribosomal particles [25].

Fig. 2. A computer
graphic
display
of
the reconstructed
505 subunit
from
B.
stearothermophilus
[7**,111.
Two
perpendicular
views
are shown.
Labels
identify
the entrance
to the internal
tunnel (t) and the funnel-shape
end of the
tunnel
(e), which
may provide
the site
for the initial folding
of nascent
chains.
Adapted
from [Ill.
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Fig. 3. The
in

the

two alternative
assignments
reconstructed
705
ribosomes.

First row (a-c):
(a) Superposition
of the
two most deviating
models
of 505 subunits, reconstructed
from crystalline
arrays
P,?ll.
(b) Superposition
of the
two most
deviating
models
of the 705
ribosome
[7=*,121,
reconstructed
from
crystalline
arrays
(the ‘thick’
is shown
as
a blue net, the ‘thin’ in yellow
lines). (c)
The model
of the 705 ribosome
structed
by the random-conical
dure 119**1. Second
row (d-0:

reconprocet shows

the entrance
to the tunnels
detected
in the 505 subunit;
1, 2 and 3 show
the other
ends of the tunnels
(I being the longest
one). The scissors
point
at the assumed
contact
region between
the 305 and the 505 subunits.
All views
show
a slice of about
5OA in depth
of
the ‘thtn’ 705 ribosome.
Cd) The three
internal
tunnels
revealed
in the ‘thin’
705 .ribosome.
reconstructed
unit and the
as an
original
rection

(e,D Superposltion
models
of the
‘thin’ 705 nbosome

of the
505 sub(shown

orange
net).
according
to the
alignment,
based
on the diof tunnel
1 (e), and according

to the alternative
rnterpretation,
based
on the direction
of tunnel
2 (0. Third
row (g-i): The broken
white
lines show
the approximate
directions
of the interface between
the S (small = 305) and L
(large = 50% subuntts.
t IS the entrance
to the tunnel. The presumed
positions
of
the bound
part of the mRNA
chain are
marked
by arrows
and the letter m. The
model-built
tRNA
molecule
according
to the original
interpretation
is shown
in the ‘thin’ (@ and ‘thick’
(h) models.
(i)
The posItIon
of the tRNA molecules
according
to the alternative
interpretation.
Fourth
row
(j-1): Three
views
of the
‘thick’
705 ribosome.
with its intersubunit free space
containing
two
tRNA
molecules;
the one shown
as a yellow
chain of plus signs C-t ) is placed
according to the alternative
interpretation.

Assignments
reconstructed

in the

random-conical

model

The random-coni
rrconsrructed model was interpreted according to 3 second approach. Hints for this
into-rpretation were taken from the exterior shape of
the 70s reconstructed ribosome and from its internal
IWSS
distribution.
as high-density
regions were interpreted as rich in rRNA 119-l. First, some prominent
were matched wi\lth
contours within the 70s ribosome
the ‘consensus’
[ 131 shape
of the 30s subunit.
The
rest
were compared with features such :L%the ‘Ll arm’ and the
‘stalk base’, characteristic of the shape of the SOSsubunit,
microscope [ 131 or reconstructed
viewed in the electron
by the random-conical procedure at a resolution comparable to thar of the 70s ribosome, i.e. 40 A [ 181.

Ii is rather surprising that this interpretation of the 70s
ribosome was anchored on. the shape of the 30s subunit, :ls the onl!~ axilable models for it were obtained
by con\mtional EM, the subjective nature of which was
the motiKxion behind the use of the more sophisticated
and objective reconstruction procedures. Furthermore,
the 30s subunit is rather flexible and known to undergo substantial conformational changes upon association with the 50s subunit; thus, its shape within the 70s
ribosome may significantly differ from that of the isolated
subunit. It is also unclear why the rather reliable model
for the SOSsubunit reconstructed from crystalline arrays
at a resolution of 28A [ 111, i.e. higher than that of the
70s ribosome (4OA) [ 19-1, was not used for the inter.
pretation.
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3
was found to bind to the 40s subunit away from its assumed interface with the large subunit [26], and tRNA
to which the complex biotin-avidin was bound, was detected on 30s subunits, pointing away from the particle
(A Verschoor et al, abstract 7.4, Ribosome-92).
The validity of the assignments in the random-conical
reconstructed model was assessed by comparisons of
specific rRNA-rich regions within the 70s ribosome with
otherwise derived corresponding features [ 19**], some
of which are of only marginal relevance to the overall
structure of the 70s ribosome. Thus, despite the inaccuracy and the variability of the shapes observed for naked
rRNA, and although they may not reflect the in situ conformation [ 271, an effort was made to detect similarities
between them and features of the reconstructed model.
In parallel, no obvious differences were detected in comparisons of the rRNA-rich features with the topologies of
rRNA determined 10 years ago at 7OA resolution in caystalline eukaryotic ribosomes [ 281. Interestingly, features
detected by phosphorous imaging in the rather flexible
30s subunits resembled the shape of the part identified as
the 16s molecule in the random-conical model, whereas
only very little similarity was found for the so assigned
23s component, the major component of the more rigid
50s
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features revealed in the
temal shape and the internal
reconstructed model of the 50s subunit [ 111. It was
found that positioning the reconstructed 50s subunit in
the thin 7pS model at any location other than the original one (Fig. 3) [7=*,8-l, leaves hardly any density for
the 30s subunit. In contrast, the thick model possesses
sufficient density for the 30s subunit in almost any onentation, but not one orientation shows a convincing fit
between the shape of the 50s and its assigned part within
the 70s ribosome. An almost satisfactory fit was obtained
by aligning the direction of the main 50s tunnel with one
of the shorter tunnels observed in the 70s reconstructed
model (t2 in Fig. 3). The resulting 30s subunit contains
a groove suitable to accommodate the mRNA in a position permitting a tRNA molecule to bridge the distance
between it and the entrance to the tunnel (Fig. 3).

This exercise yielded several important lessons: the current models do not possess the level of details required
for unequivocal positioning of the two subunits; the size
and shape of the intersubunit void permits the accommodation of the components associated with protein
synthesis in several sterically reasonable arrangements;
and the assignment of this void as the site of protein
biosynthesis does not critically depend on the accurate
locations of the small and the large subunits.

subunit.

The provision of an apparently detailed model, coupled
with the natural tendency for overinterpretation, has stimulated further experiments of a varying degree of sophistication, objectivity and maturation. Some of these have
led to vigorous discussions, resembling those of the early
days of ribosomal structural research (e.g. A Spit-in, V Lim,
R Brimacombe, abstract 5.5, Ribosome-92). Other efforts
have been aimed at an accurate identification of rRNA
cross-links at the subunit interface [23]. Furthermore,
a super-detailed description has been proposed for the
stereochemistry of the tRNA-mRNA interaction, utilizing
the intersubunit void for the peptidyl transferase activity, which includes some unresolved major dilemmas,
such as the locations and the size of several ribosomal
proteins [ 29*].

Assessing the reliability
low resolution

of interpretations

Conclusions

and prospects

The intensive activity in reconstructing models for ribosomes has led to impressive progress, despite occasional
overinterpretations and even though it is clear that neither of the current models is of sufficient detail to provide
unequivocal functional assignments.

at

An exercise demonstrating the uncertainties involved in
interpretations of globular and relatively undetailed models, even when only objectively determined features are
involved, was recently reported [30]. As the shape of the
random-conical reconstructed 70s ribosome [ 19**] is almost identical to those reconstructed from crystalline
arrays (Fig. 3) [7**,8*,12], the latter were screened for
various tentative assignments, all based solely on the ex-

Fig. 4. A monolayer
of SOS subunits
from 6. stearothermophilus,
obtained
on a lipid-water
monolayer
WJ Chiu, H Schmidt,
TL
Guan, T Arad, A Yonath,
J Piefke, F Franceschi,
unpublished
data).
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It is gratifying that all recent interpretations utilize the intersubunit void as the center of activity of the ribosome.
This void, first reported in 1987 [12], was until recently
either ignored ‘or opposed. Regardless of the reliability
of the different interpretations, the mere detection of the
void has akady led to a signiiicant progress in the ctystallographic studies, as it has stimulated the crystallkation
of complexes of ribosomes at defined functional states
[7**,891.

The impressive contributions of the reconstructed mo’dels to the development of the ribosome research show
that the days of traditional EM are over, although studies of models obtained by these methods are still being
undertaken and published [2,31-331. It is also evident
that models of a higher resolution, coupled with careful biochemical studies, are essential for more accurate
assignments. Next to crystaIlography, cryo-temperature
image reconstructions from upstained crystalline arrays
is the most promising procedure to yield such detail.
Preliminary efforts in this direction have already led to
the growth of arrays of 50s subunits, which dikact to
N 15A resolution (Fig. 4).
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